
Date: May 6, 2020 
Subject: CSSG Telecon 
 
Participants: Erickson, Hayes, Trumble, Morman, Kimball, Wilson, Hicks, McLaughlin, Heinrichs, McKamy, 

Bowen, Zerkle 
 
Agenda: 
 
Status of Taskings: 

2020-01 Update/Replace DOE-STD-1158 
Draft out for final review, comments due 08 May 
Need to determine where it will go next (CSCT, EFCOG, etc.) 

 
2020-02 Proposal Review 

This Tasking is complete and posted. 
 

2020-03 CSSG review of DOE Order 420.1C, III.3.f. 
Awaiting final input from Kevin after discussion with NNSA 
Should receive later this week. 

 
Draft 2020-04 SRPPF Technical Assist 

Tasking drafted, soliciting participants (due 12 May), timing of assist is TBD 
Thoughts on Tasking and or questions about the assist? 
The timing is up to NNSA. The final scope is TBD depending on the status at the time of the assist. NNSA will be 
the final ‘authority’. 
Will the Team be utilized throughout the CD process? 
Important to ensure correct NCS treatment in CD-1. 

 
ANS Panel Session: 

The ANS Annual meeting has gone virtual, and the registration cost has dropped significantly. Awaiting information 
from ANS on how this meeting will proceed, especially as related to panel sessions, prior to determining path 
forward. The CSSG would prefer a face-to-face if possible as it allows more interaction, so is considering postponing 
until the Winter meeting. 

 
Chair/Deputy Transition: 

Need to confirm with Angela for the actual timing, but transition was planned for the F-t-F at the ANS meeting. May 
push until the FY end. Per the Charter we are soliciting nominees from the membership. DKH to followup with ANS 
regarding postponement until Winter Meeting. 

 
Round the Table: 

• Any follow-on and/or path forward information related to 2016-05 and communicating with Dan Sigg, etc.? No 
status provided at this time. DGE to followup with Angela 

• Status of ORPS reporting related to criticality safety by the CSCT? REW will follow up. REW reports that the CSCT 
has distributed several options for comment, but no consensus has been reached on a recommendation. 

• 5-Year plan – Draft is out for review. Appreciate the CSSG input provided, including the comments. The top three 
proposals have been chosen for now, may select the next three if funding allows. 

 
 


